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Abstract—Disseminating large files in opportunistic networks
requires splitting the content into smaller pieces in order to
leverage short contacts between nodes on the move. A negative consequence of content chopping is that it may generate
significant overhead, as nodes have to exchange more signaling
information to determine which pieces the neighbor misses. In
this paper, we investigate the convenience of exchanging a burst of
pieces at once at the risk of sending redundant pieces. Although
achieving a good tradeoff between signaling reduction and redundant transmissions is challenging, we found out that node
degree is a good indicator to determine burst size. We propose a
distributed multi-content dissemination protocol with an adaptive
burst dimensioning based on the device neighborhood density. We
score its performance using both synthetic mobility traces and a
testbed composed of real mobile devices and finely monitor the
behavior of the protocol by deploying passive monitors in the
target area. Our experiments show that our proposal achieves
much faster dissemination than related alternatives that employ
a fixed burst size. As a matter of fact, our work provides insights
into the necessity of adopting adaptive strategies in practical
situations involving device-to-device content dissemination.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Opportunistic device-to-device communications are an
ideal playground for collocated users to retrieve or share content with their social network followers and friends, anytime,
anywhere. Mobile users, who used to be pure consumers,
started exploring the features of handheld devices to produce
and disseminate their own content while on the move.
Shifting content sharing to the opportunistic domain is
not straightforward, though. One of the main challenges is
the fleeting nature of contacts between users – a number of
experimental initiatives have shown that most contact durations in human-driven opportunistic networks fall under the
minute [1], [2], [3]. Thus, we must split large content into
small pieces so that no short-lived contacts are wasted. This is
illustrated in Fig. 1, where node n1 meets n2 and declares the
pieces it misses. Node n2 , in turn, checks the list to determine
which pieces it can send to n1 . By consecutively getting pieces
through different contacts, n1 eventually retrieves all the pieces
that compose the content file.
The challenge when handling multiple content files composed of several pieces each is to limit the signaling overhead.
Indeed, when two nodes meet, they must first handshake to
determine which pieces one can obtain from the other – the
larger the number of pieces, the higher the overhead, especially when handshaking after each piece exchange. Existing
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Fig. 1. In this example, three content files must be disseminated in the
network. When node n1 meets n2 , it sends the list of pieces it misses. Node
n2 checks the pieces it has and decides which one it can send.

algorithms in the literature focus on the prioritization of the
missing pieces, but do not consider how many of them must
be sent before handshaking again. It is intuitive to think that
it is worth sending as many pieces as possible at once before
the connection breaks. Although this holds true in theory and
under some assumptions, the story is different in practice. In
this paper, we show that sending a burst of pieces is indeed
a good solution only if the size of the burst is finely tuned.
In a nutshell, the main reason for such a statement is that, if
the burst is too long, a node may, meanwhile, retrieve pieces
from other nodes. This is due to the fact that, in practice, it is
difficult to dequeue packets once they are sent to the output
queue at the MAC interface. The consequence is the waste of
communication resources with redundant data.
We find out that the node degree is a good metric to
determine an appropriate size of the bursts. To this end, we
adopt a fully experimental approach. We propose a protocol
that dynamically adapts the burst size by referring only to a
local measure of node degree. This metric turns out to be a
very good indicator (during steady state) of the possibility for
a node to obtain a given piece of a content from multiple
neighboring nodes. To the best of our knowledge, no previous
strategies tackled this specific problem. In order to build up
our solution, we adopt a baseline strategy that determines the
right pieces to transmit – but that uses fixed burst sizes.
We conduct experiments using real devices embedded in
an uncontrolled environment. To support performance data
analysis, we also rely on wireless traffic traces captured
by passive monitors during experiments. We also develop a
simulator based on a pedestrian mobility model, to have the
possibility of studying the impact of our solution in synthetic
traces beyond real mobility traces.

We focus our investigation on the convenience of exchanging bursts in terms of dissemination latency. We clearly
observe that sending a large burst of pieces can help or
worsen the dissemination, depending on the size of the burst.
Thanks to its adaptive behavior, our solution allows much
faster dissemination than solutions using fixed burst sizes.
In summary, our contributions are the following:
•

We experimentally evaluate the interest of sending a
burst of pieces after each handshake. We show that
there is a correlation between burst size and density
of collocated nodes.

•

We propose a protocol that relies on node degree to
determine, on the fly, the burst size. Our proposal
relies on local information only and does not generate
any undesirable signaling overhead.

•

We evaluate our solution using real experiments as
well as simulations relying on both synthetic and
measured mobility datasets. Our analyses confirm the
necessity to fine-tune the burst size at each encounter.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first
describe the motivations and context behind this work in
Section II. We show then in Section III the experiments that
reveal the importance of the burst size when transmitting
content files composed of multiple pieces. We propose the
adaptive, degree-based solution in Section IV and evaluate
its performance in Section V. We present related work in
Section VI and conclude the paper in Section VII.
II.

R ATIONALE AND

PROBLEM STATEMENT

The motivation behind this work appeared with the implementation of a distributed network protocol (namely EPICS)
to disseminate as quickly as possible multiple content files in
opportunistic networks [4]. To achieve this goal, it chops the
files into pieces in order to leverage short contacts (frequent in
real-world situations). In the general case, a user has multiple
content files, each one divided in several pieces.
In a nutshell, EPICS relies on a local measure of “prevalence” to decide which piece to transmit first. Upon a contact,
a node decides to first send pieces that, from its local point
of view, are less prevalent in the network. The prevalence is
computed based on a counter that indicates how many times
the node has detected a copy of a given piece at its neighbors.
It involves a handshaking phase where a node sends to its
neighbor the list of pieces it misses (as shown in Fig. 1).
For the purposes of this paper, this description should suffice
but, for the sake of completeness, a description of how nodes
handshake is presented in Appendix A.
Because nodes are likely to experience contacts with multiple neighbors at the same time, the baseline functioning of
EPICS performs handshaking after the transmission of each
piece. During the experiments, we noticed that performance
changed significantly depending on the network conditions.
In particular, we figured out that handshaking after each
transmission was the best configuration in dense networks but
did not perform well in sparse setups. We decided to investigate
this issue further and the results are reported in this paper.

Fig. 2. At the bottom, off-the-shelf Android devices running our protocol.
At the top, two passive monitors with three antennas capturing environmental
wireless traffic.

In the rest of this write-up, we will also call EPICS as
“fixed strategy” and our proposal “adaptive strategy”. We refer
to the “baseline” approach as the case of a burst of size = 1.
III.

E XPERIMENTAL

ASSESSMENT OF THE IMPACT OF
BURST SIZE

Our work adopts a fully experimental approach – as we
will discuss later, the performance degradation we observed in
our tests are due to practical aspects that are not captured by
existing models. Before investigating the impact of the burst
size on the behavior of the system, let us first describe the
testbed we considered in our experiments.
A. Testbed
We conduct experiments in a real, uncontrolled environment of smartphones running Android and configured in
IEEE 802.11 ad hoc mode [5]. The system can be easily scaled
up since it is also available for Android-x86 running as a
virtual machine [6]. In our experiments, we use eight Samsung
Galaxy SII smartphones. We setup the dissemination protocol
to chop content in pieces of 25 Kbytes. During a calibration
phase, we found out that 25 Kbytes is an appropriate piece
size, in the range [5-64] Kbytes, in order to obtain fast
dissemination [7].
Given that we use real devices in a real environment, we
decided to run a passive wireless monitoring system to capture
events and traffic generated by surrounding devices, helping us
to understand the experiments in detail. We use WiPal both as
wireless capturing and trace merging software [8], [9].
B. Impact of burst size
First, we investigate is if it is worth sending a burst of least
prevalent pieces at each contact. We set up our testbed with
one source node which has five contents of 3 Mbytes each
and seven nodes, each requesting all the contents. As soon as
a node gets a piece, it also acts as a source in a P2P fashion.
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(a) Dissemination latency of five contents on seven nodes modulating
the burst.
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Fig. 5. View of a node’s transmission queue using a burst size = 10. Note that
pieces experience a long queue delay becoming outdated once transmitted.

(b) External traffic observed during the experiments.
Fig. 3. Investigation of dissemination time in function of the burst size. To
be sure the results are not influenced by external surrounding wireless traffic,
we also monitor the environment with a passive monitoring system.

almost 20%, and continues to decrease with larger burst sizes.
Moreover, pieces experience longer queue delays, enlarging
the burst.

The burst size is modulated in the set of {2, 3, 5, 10} pieces.
The basic design of EPICS uses bursts of size = 1.

Let us assume a burst size = 10 as shown in Fig. 5. At each
contact with another node, at most ten pieces are placed in the
transmission queue. The queue grows ten times faster than the
basic solution without burst. These ten pieces are chosen based
on a local and contemporary view. The transmission queue is
FIFO, without preemption. For each piece included in a datalink frame, a node must gain access to the wireless medium
waiting to be idle or reserving a slot with the RTS–CTS
mechanism. Thus, when pieces in the tail of the queue (e.g.,
pieces to node 3 in the figure) eventually reach the head of
the queue, they are likely to be obsolete, wasting transmission
slots (i.e., other neighbors may have already sent that piece to
the node).

Performance, in terms of dissemination latency, becomes
worse and worse as the burst size increases. Fig. 3(a) shows,
for each burst size, the elapsed time to achieve a complete
dissemination of the five contents to one node, two nodes, until
all the seven nodes which requested the contents. In many
cases, with a burst size = n the dissemination on the seven
nodes is faster than the same dissemination on only one node
with a burst size = n + x. These results are counter-intuitive,
as they are completely independent from the external wireless
traffic listened by the monitors (Fig. 3(b)). For example, when
burst size = 3, we record less external traffic than in the case
we do not use any burst; it takes, however, exactly three times
more to disseminate the contents.
Fig. 4 shows the piece transmission efficiency by tuning
the burst size. The efficiency is calculated as the percentage
of the total amount of pieces required by all the nodes over
total number of pieces placed in the transmission queue by all
the nodes. As an example, let us consider that 7 nodes require
5 contents of 126 pieces each. Thus, in order to complete the
dissemination, 7×5×126 = 4410 right pieces must be received
among all nodes. If 8820 pieces have been sent instead, the
efficiency is equal to 50%. With no burst, the efficiency is
around 70%. The remaining 30% efficiency decrease is due
to pieces lost during transmission and then retransmitted, and
by duplicate pieces, that are pieces well received but useless,
since already received from other nodes before. In the analysis
of wireless traces, we have not found many retransmitted
pieces, so the efficiency is mostly affected by duplicate pieces.
With a burst size = 2, the efficiency drastically decreases to

We deeper investigate this point varying the quantity of
nodes involved in the content exchange. We make an experiment sharing one content of 3 Mbytes with only one source
and one node requiring the content (node degree = 1). Then,
we make the same with one source and two other nodes (node
degree = 2), until there are eight nodes in total (node degree =
7). For each experiment, we tune the burst size from one to ten
and we repeat it three times in different hours of days. Fig. 6
shows the average dissemination latency in each case. We note
that dissemination is faster using a large burst when only few
nodes are employed. On the other hand, with more nodes in
contact, dissemination is faster by reducing or disabling the
burst. As we can see, with node degree = 1, the minimum
latency is achieved with the maximum burst size = 10. With a
node degree = 2, the minimum values of dissemination delay
are expected with a burst size = 4. With larger degrees, it is
worth using smaller burst sizes, until the node degree = 5,
where the minimum latency is achieved without bursts.
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IV. F INE T UNING B URST S IZES FOR FAST
O PPORTUNISTIC D ISSEMINATION OF L ARGE F ILES
In Fig. 7 we connect burst size values, per source node’s
degree, achieving the minimum dissemination delay in Fig. 6.
The gray area includes values of burst for a diffusion time at
most 30 seconds longer than the minimum. Note that this area
becomes narrower and narrower as the number of nodes in
contact grows. In this plot, the fixed burst size solution moves
on the bottom, meaning that it can be improved, up to a node
degree of four. From a node degree of five up, it is worth
sharing only one piece per contact handshake.
As a consequence, we advocate for the inclusion of some
flexibility in the choice of the burst size. Based on the
observations reported in the previous sections, we propose a
degree-based adaptive dissemination solution that modulates
the burst size according to the number of neighbors, always
following the minimum diffusion time line of Fig. 7 and shown
in the following abacus:
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Fig. 8. Adaptive vs. fixed with burst sizes of sizes 1 and 10. The y-axis
shows the CDF of relative dissemination time per content and per node.

We compare the adaptive solution against the baseline fixed
version (i.e., with a burst size = 1) and against an extreme case
with fixed bursts of ten pieces. We start this experiment with
only two nodes: one source that has 10 contents of 3 Mbytes
to share and another node. Then, every three minutes we add a
new node requiring all of the contents, up to seven nodes. We
gather relative completion times for each content from every
node and we present the cumulative distribution function in
Fig. 8. Even if both approaches take the same time to diffuse
all the contents to all the nodes since from 5 nodes up in the
network they have the same mode of operation, they present
a considerable difference until the 97th percentile. It means
that the dynamic adaptation not only facilitates the diffusion
when there are only a few nodes, but, since the content is
almost fully received in many nodes, these nodes can better
support the dissemination even when we insert more nodes in
the network. On the other hand, when using fixed bursts with
the maximum size, the dissemination is very fast for the first
few contents (i.e., when there are only few nodes), and then it
slows down taking five times longer.
We also compare the adaptive versus the fixed solutions
with static node degrees (Fig. 9). In each case, at the beginning
there is only one source node with a content of 3 Mbytes. A
node degree of one reveals the largest difference (the adaptive
approach is 5 times faster) between the two approaches. The
difference becomes narrower as the node degree increases, but
the adaptive solution still remains three and two times faster.
V.

U SING

ADAPTIVE BURSTS IN PRACTICE :
SYNTHETIC MOBILITY TRACES

R EAL

AND

We showed in Section IV how tuning the burst size
can either improve or worsen the dissemination performance
depending on the number of nodes in contact. To check how
important this profit margin is, we analyze in the following,
some real and synthetic mobility traces. In particular, we
examine the cumulative distribution function of nodes degree
at every beaconing instant. We exclude from the distribution
isolated nodes, as they cannot exchange contents with anyone.
We consider the following mobility traces:
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Fig. 9. Complete dissemination delay with respect to different node degrees.

0.95

in Nottingham (UK). 25 devices captured Bluetooth
contacts.

•

SIMPS (synthetic) [12]. We also consider a mobility
model of human crowds with pedestrian motion called
SIMPS and we implemented a simulator based on
this model. We simulated a relatively dense toroidal
space of 100×200 meters with 100 people moving
around for one hour. This model is based, among other
parameters, on a “social radius”. Nodes take decisions
about their movements according to the nodes they
detect in that radius. In crowded environments, the
social radius tends to shrink. Since we simulated a
crowd model, we used a social radius of one, two, and
three meters, varying the contact range accordingly.

We chose these traces because they are different in many
aspects: nature (real and simulated), environment (mall, university campus, simulated toroidal plane), log collection (Bluetooth device, GPS, 2D position), plane size (medium, huge,
small), and density (medium, low, high). Moreover, being
pedestrian mobility traces, we believe that contact duration is
enough to exchange the maximum burst of 10 pieces.
Fig. 10 shows the distribution of node degrees for the
traces we consider. The probability to find a node with a
degree, at most, equal to four, considerably varies from trace to
trace. The Shopping Mall in Nottingham has an indoor surface
area of 10,880 square meters. We can image it very crowded,
especially during rush hours. Nonetheless, not everyone has a
Bluetooth enabled device. Thus, we can detect nodes having
a degree, at most, equal to 4, with about 20% probability.
The KAIST campus has a 1,432,882 square-meter area.
This big scenario makes it possible to exhibit a very high
probability (more than 95%) of nodes with a degree = 4 at
most. For the sake of fairness, being a GPS trace, indoor places
that should be the most crowded are not taken into account. In
this case, using a large burst will largely improve the outdoor

CDF

KAIST [11]. Another real-world dataset, consisting
of 92 daily GPS track logs collected from the KAIST
university campus in South Korea. Traces have been
overlapped in time to produce one single trace. We
assume a contact range of 10 meters, compatible with
the Bluetooth trace.
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Fig. 10. Cumulative distribution function of the number of nodes that every
node perceives in its neighborhood.

opportunistic exchange of content.
We have also simulated a very dense scenario using the
SIMPS mobility model (with 100 people in a 100×200 m2
plane). The improving margin considerably changes for
slightly changes of social radius. In the case of three meters,
there is only a 0.03% of improving margin. For a social radius
of two and three meters, we get nodes with a degree of at most
4 with a probability of 55% and 85%, respectively.
As we can see, there is room for improvement in all
cases. Furthermore, the gains can be significant. This means

that the use of an adaptive burst size selection mechanism is
recommended, as the operation point observed in practical
scenarios frequently falls in the [1 − 4]-degree range.
VI.

R ELATED WORK

Several works dealing with opportunistic content dissemination, consider splitting contents in smaller pieces [13], [14],
[15], [16]. They propose different piece selection strategies
without framing the use of a burst. As an example, SPAWN is
a cooperative proximity-driven rarest-first piece selection strategy for content downloading in vehicular networks [17]. The
dynamic adaptation of dissemination protocol parameters, has
been the subject of studies in sensor networks. Complementary
to our performance objectives, these solutions are mainly
designed to limit the energy consumption. Deluge dynamically
adjusts the rate of advertisements to allow quick propagation
when needed while consuming few resources in the steady
state [18]. Data aggregation is a common mechanism for
energy-efficient forwarding [19], [20].
Zyba et al. analyze users’ social behavior aspects in real
mobility traces to derive the proper conditions behind an
efficient content propagation scheme [21]. They observe that
under common real life circumstances, the effectiveness of
dissemination mainly depends on the number of users in each
social class rather than their social behavior. In particular,
they find that many areas are dominated by “Vagabonds”
class of nodes. “Vagabonds”, despite the “Social” nodes, show
up rarely and fleetingly. With regard to this classification,
our adaptive protocol takes advantage in areas populated by
“Vagabonds”.
To have a more complete view on performance, we have
deployed a passive wireless traffic capturing system. In large
scale testbeds, with several mobile nodes moving in a large
area, legacy wireless traffic capturing systems are unsuitable.
They are based on the deployment of a very large array of
monitors leading to high fixed costs (monitors purchase, installation and maintenance) and variable costs (wireless traces
collect and analysis). Approaches based on monitors selection
and on collaborative measurements limit the need of so many
monitors keeping the good capture quality [22], [7]. For large
scale testbeds, approaches based on monitors selection and on
collaborative measurements, limit the need of a large set of
monitors keeping the good capture quality [22], [7].
VII.

S UMMARY

AND OUTLOOK

Starting from an opportunistic multi-content dissemination
protocol based on content chopping and piece selection, we
investigate the convenience to transmit a burst of pieces at each
opportunistic contact. To be sure not neglecting aspects related
to wireless communication mechanisms, we simultaneously
deploy a testbed with real off-the-shelf devices and passive
monitors to capture the generated traffic. Results show the need
for dynamic burst dimensioning based on the node degree.
We found out that, the lower the neighborhood cardinality,
the larger the burst size should be. In addition, when the degree
is above 4, it is worth sending only one piece per handshake.
Indeed, results show that using large bursts in crowded environments leads to a significant amount of redundant transmissions.
Pieces experiencing long queuing delay are most likelihood to

be sent earlier by other nodes, leading to duplicate exchange
and loss of transmission slots.
After comparing our adaptive solution against a basic
strategy that only sends one piece per contact and against a
strategy that always uses a static large burst, we investigated
its impact analyzing some real and simulated mobility traces.
This analysis revealed that our proposal has enough potential to
yield significant gains in multiple scenarios, and in particular
in sparse environments.
Future works include the extension of our proposal by
taking into account other parameters such as the piece size,
the number content files, and lower level transmission rates.
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A PPENDIX A
O PPORTUNISTIC P IECE -S ELECTION D ISSEMINATION AND
H ANDSHAKING M ECHANISM
Let N = {n0 , n1 , . . . , nN −1 } be the set of N mobile nodes
in the network. We do not assume any knowledge of mobility
patterns. We assume that all nodes in the network are interested
in a set of contents C = {c0 , c2 , . . . , cC−1 }. Each content cj
is initially only available at a single data source. We do not
make any assumption on the creation time of contents.
For each content cj , the data source chops the content into
Kj pieces of equal size (the piece size can be accurately
determined to optimize communication opportunities [23]).
Contents could have different sizes, hence, the number of
pieces depends on the content size. Pieces are sequentially
identified as cj = {d0 , d1 , . . . , dKj −1 }. Nodes use their contact
opportunities to get pieces, i.e., we assume that there is no
infrastructure to help the dissemination process. Nodes can
get pieces from the data source and from any other node in
the network having it.
Each node ni locally stores an availability bitmap vector
ani ,j = {a0 , . . . , aKj −1 } and a prevalence vector pni ,j =
{p0 , . . . , pKj −1 } both associated with every known content
cj . The availability bitmap vector ani ,j keeps track of cj
content pieces that the node ni holds. It contains binary values
associated to each piece, where am = 1 if the node ni has
piece dm , and am = 0 otherwise. The goal of the prevalence
vector is to give a local view of the prevalent pieces in the
network. Initially, each node associates an empty prevalence
vector to each content at each node.
For the sake of simplicity, assume that there is a single
content c0 to be disseminated in the network. Initially, all
nodes in N, except the one where c0 was produced, have
neither prevalence nor availability vectors associated to content
c0 because they are not aware of the presence of c0 in the

network. Nodes create these vectors as soon as they receive
the availability vector relative to the new content c0 , ani ,0 ,
from a node ni . When nodes ni and nj meet, they exchange
their availability vectors ani ,0 and anj ,0 . Node ni (resp. nj )
computes ani ,0 ∧(¬anj ,0 ) (resp. anj ,0 ∧(¬ani ,0 )), which gives
the candidate pieces to be transferred. They also update their
prevalence vectors respectively as: pni ,0 ← pni ,0 + anj ,0 ,
and pnj ,0 ← pnj ,0 + ani ,0 . Among the candidate pieces to
be transferred, nodes select the one with the lowest prevalence. In the case of a tie, a piece is chosen in a uniformly
distributed random way. Let dsi→j be the piece sent by ni
to nj and dsj→i be the piece sent by nj to ni . After one
round of exchanges, nodes update their availability vectors as:
ani ,0 ← ani ,0 ∨ idsj→i , and anj ,0 ← anj ,0 ∨ idsi→j , where
idsi→j and idsj→i are K0 element vectors with all positions
set to 0 except the position relative to the piece just received,
which is set to 1. Note that prevalence vectors have a limited
influence at the beginning, but they gain importance as nodes
move and exchange pieces. Availability vectors are broadcast
while pieces transmissions are unicast. When n nodes meet,
each one broadcasts an availability vector and n − 1 sessions
per node are opened to exchange pieces.

